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Abstract: Negative sequential pattern (NSP), which contains both non-occurring and occurring items, is sometimes much 
more informative than positive sequential pattern (PSP) in many applications and intelligent systems. To date, very lim-
ited methods are available to mine NSP due to its intrinsic complexities. Furthermore, there is not a unified definition 
about negative containment, i.e., how a data sequence contains a negative sequence. The researchers who begin to study 
negative sequential pattern are often confused by these different definitions and are eager to know the differences among 
the existing methods. So in this paper, we select four typical existing methods, PNSP, Neg-GSP, e-NSP and NSPM, im-
plement their algorithms by JAVA, and compare their definitions, methods, runtimes and the number of NSPs. Examples 
and experiments on four datasets clearly show their differences.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Sequential pattern mining has developed rapidly since pro-
posed in 1995 [1]. Some well-known algorithms, such as 
GSP [2], FreeSpan [3], PrefixSpan [4], SPADE [5] and 
SPAM [6], have been proposed to improve the efficiency of 
mining sequential patterns. These patterns, focusing only on 
occurring items, are called positive sequential patterns 
(PSPs) in contrast to negative sequential patterns (NSPs) that 
consist of both occurring and non-occurring items [7, 8]. 
NSP, which includes at least one non-occurring item, such as 
<a(ab)¬cac>, can play more important role than PSP in 
some applications. For instance, assume p1=<abcX> is a 
PSP; p2=<ab¬cY> is a NSP, where a, b and c stand for med-
ical service codes that a patient has received in health care, 
and X and Y stand for disease status. p1 shows that a patient 
who usually receives medical services a, b and then c is like-
ly to have disease status X, whereas p2 indicates that patients 
receiving treatment of a and b but NOT c have a high proba-
bility of having disease status Y. Such NSP becomes increas-
ingly important, and can play an irreplaceable role in tack-
ling many business applications, such as the associations 
between treatment services and illnesses [7, 8]. For another 
example, in social welfare, the lack of follow-up examina-
tion after the address change of a customer may lead to over-
payment to the customer; for a credit card company, it is 
interesting to find the positive and negative relationships 
between transaction sequences and an unrecovered debt [9]. 

Very few methods are available to NSP mining so far, 
because mining NSP is much more challenging than mining 
PSP [8]. Furthermore, there is not a unified definition about 
negative containment, i.e., how to define that weather a data 
sequence contains a negative sequence. For example, wheth-
er data sequence <eb> contains negative sequences <e¬e>,  
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<¬ee>, and <¬ee¬e>, whether <ac> contains <a¬bc¬d>, and 
whether <aycxe> or <axcde> contains <a¬bc¬de>. To date, 
different definitions and explanations have been proposed in 
some relevant papers, such as PNSP [7], Neg-GSP [8], e-
NSP [10], NSPM [11] and [12], we will discuss details in the 
rest sections.  

The researchers who just touched on negative sequential 
patterns are often confused by these different definitions of 
negative containment. They are eager to know the differ-
ences of existing methods. So in this paper, we choose four 
typical methods PNSP [7], Neg-GSP [8], e-NSP [10] and 
NSPM [11] to compare their definitions and mining methods 
by four examples on the same sample database. And we also 
conducted intensive experiments on the four datasets to show 
their efficiency and mining ability. Examples and experi-
ments clearly show their differences.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related 
work is described in detail in Section 2. Section 3 discusses 
the comparisons. Section 4 shows the experiment results, 
which are followed by conclusions and future work in Sec-
tion 5. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Zheng et al. proposed an algorithm, Neg-GSP, to mining 
NSPs [8]. In order to adapt to negative conditions, Neg-GSP 
improves the approaches of generating and pruning candi-
dates in GSP. The general idea of Neg-GSP is to mine PSPs 
by GSP first, then to generate and prune NSCs, and then to 
count the support of NSCs by scanning database to get all 
defined negative patterns. Some measures are also proposed 
to prune unnecessary NSCs in Neg-GSP. [13] proposed a 
genetic algorithm based approach to mine NSPs. The ap-
proach borrows idea of gene evolution, to get candidates by 
crossover and mutation. It proposed dynamic fitness function 
to generate as many candidates as possible and to avoid pop-
ulation stagnating. 
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PNSP is a NSP mining method proposed by Chen et al. 
for mining positive and negative sequential patterns in the 
form of <(abd)¬(de)(ij)> [7]. Their approach is broken into 
three phases. First, it finds all positive sequential patterns. 
Second, all positive itemsets are found, from which all nega-
tive itemsets are derived. Third, both positive and negative 
itemsets are in turn joined iteratively to generate longer 
negative sequential candidates based on an Apriori-like way. 
Then, the supports of these candidates are calculated by re-
scanning the database. 

 Ouyang et al. proposed a method to mine negative se-
quential patterns as (¬A,B), (A, ¬B) and (¬A,¬B) [12],  which 
is similar to mine negative association rules. The method 
requires A∩B=∅, which is a usual constraint to association 
rule mining but is a very strict constraint to sequential pat-
tern mining. The core idea of this method is to find frequent 
itemsets first of all, then use these to generate frequent and 
infrequent sequences and finally negative sequential patterns 
are derived from infrequent sequences. [14-16] are three 
extended versions of [12] by adding fuzzy, multiple level, 
multiple minimum support constraints respectively. [17] 
mentioned the question of mining NSP, but hasn’t given a 
specific method of how to mine it. [18] mined NSP in the 
same form as [12] in incremental transaction databases. 

Lin et al. proposed an algorithm NSPM (Negative Se-
quential Patterns Mining) for mining negative sequential 
patterns, which only handles NSP as the last element can be 
negative, and all other elements are positive [11]. They ex-
tended their algorithm to NFSPM for mining negative fuzzy 
sequential patterns [19], and PNSPM for mining strong posi-
tive and negative sequential patterns [20]. 

e-NSP is an efficient algorithm of mining NSP without 
re-scanning database [10]. Firstly, all PSPs are mined from 
the sequence database by using PSP mining algorithm. Sec-
ondly, NSCs are generated by changing any non-contiguous 
elements (not items) in a PSP to their negative ones. Then 
the supports of NSC can be calculated efficiently by only 
using the NSC’s corresponding PSP information without re-
scanning the database.  

3. COMPARISONS 

3.1. Problem Statements 

Assume I = {i1, i2… in} is a set of items. An itemset is a 
subset of items. A sequence is an ordered list of itemsets. A 
sequence s is denoted as <s1s2…sl>, where sj ⊆ I for 1≤j≤l. sj 
is also called an element of the sequence, and denoted as (x1 
x2…xm), where xk is an item, i.e., xk ∈ I for 1≤k≤m. For brevi-
ty, the brackets are omitted if an element has only one item. 
That is, element (x) is written as x. An item can occur at most 
once in an element of a sequence, but can occur at multiple 
times in different elements of a sequence. length(s) is the 
length of sequences, which is the total number of items in all 
the elements in s. Sequence s is a k-length sequence if 
length(s)=k. The size of sequence s, denoted as size(s), is the 
total number of elements in s. Sequence s is a k-size se-

quence if size(s)= k. For example, s1=<acef> is a 4-length, 4-
size sequence; s2=<(af)cd> and s3=<a(bc)e> are both 4-
length, 3-size sequences. 

Sequence α= <α1α2 … αn> is called a subsequence of se-
quence β = <β1 β2 … βm >and β a super sequence of α, de-
noted as α⊆β, if there exist integers 1 ≤ j1 < j2 < … < jn≤ m 
such that 
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. We also say β contains α. 

For example, <b(ce)> is a subsequence of <bb(cde)>, 
<bb(cef)> is super subsequence of <b(cf)>, or <bb(cef)> con-
tains <b(cf)>. 

A sequence database D is a set of tuples <sid, ds>, where 
sid is a sequence_id and ds is a data sequence. The number 
of tuples in D is denoted as |D|. The set of tuples containing 
sequence α is denoted as {<α>}. The support of α, denoted 
as sup(α), is the number of {<α>}, i.e., sup(α)= 
|{<α>}|=|{<sid, ds>| <sid, ds> ∈D ∧ (α ⊆ ds)}|. The min_sup 
is a minimum support threshold given by users or experts. 
Sequence α is called a (positive) sequential pattern, or α is 
frequent, if sup(α)≥min_sup. The task of (positive) sequen-
tial pattern mining is to discover the set of all (positive) se-
quential patterns. 

A sequence s=<s1s2…sl>, is a positive sequence, when 
each element sj, 1≤j≤l is a positive element. A sequence 
s=<s1s2…sl>, is a negative sequence, when ∃ j, sj , 1≤j≤l, sj is 
a negative element, which represents a non-occurring ele-
ment. Sequence s is called a negative sequential pattern, or s 
is frequent, if sup(s)≥min_sup. The task of negative sequen-
tial pattern mining is to discover some sub-set (if not all) of 
negative sequential patterns. 

In the following section, we will introduce definitions of 
negative containment in PNSP, Neg-GSP and e_NSP and 
discuss their mining strategies based on the same sample 
database which is shown in Table 1.   

3.2. Definition and Method in PNSP 

To understand the negative containment definition of 
PNSP, we should first introduce two definitions: p-contain 
and n-cover, which is important for the explanation.  

Positive sequence β p-contains positive sequence α only 
if α is a subsequence of β. A data sequence ds=<d1d2…dm> 
n-covers a negative sequence ns =<e1e2…ek> if there exist 
integers p, q, r and ei ∈ ¬I in ns such that two conditions 
hold: 

(1) ds p-contains ns.mp (the maximum positive subse-
quence of ns is denoted as ns.mp). 

(2) ∃ei-1⊆dq ∧ ei+1⊆dr∧ ei⊄∀ dq. (1≤i≤k, 1≤p<q<r) 

The negative containment in PNSP is as follows: 

Data sequence ds n-contains negative sequence ns sup-
posing that ds n-covers ns while ds does not p-contain ns.ce 
(the counter example of a negative ns is denoted as ns.ce. 
For example, the counter example of <c¬(ad)b¬d> is 
<c(ad)bd>.  
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Now, we introduce the mining process of PNSP algo-
rithm. The method in PNSP is divided into three phases [7]. 

In the first phase, PNSP uses the traditional GSP algo-
rithm to find all positive sequential patterns. Table 2 shows 
the result from database in Table 1. Then, all positive fre-
quent itemsets are recognized as 1-size frequent sequences.  
These itemsets are used to find all the negative itemsets sat-
isfying miss_freq(missing frequency threshold) in Phase 2, to 
generate candidate negative sequences, and to prune some 
candidate negative sequences. 

In second phase, PNSP uses above frequent itemsets for 
generating negative candidate itemsets. The supports of these 
itemsets are greater than miss_freq or less than min_sup.  

 The third phase is the core of NSP mining process. k-size 
negative sequential candidates are generated by appending a 
positive or negative frequent itemset to a (k-1)-size candidate 
sequential patterns. Then, with re-scanning the database, the 

supports of these candidates can be calculated easily. Table 3 
shows negative sequential patterns mined by PNSP from the 
data in Table 1 (min_sup:25%, miss_freq:40%). 

3.3. Definition and Method in Neg-GSP 

The main idea of Neg-GSP is similar with GSP algorithm. 
In Neg-GSP, it also improves joining and pruning methods 
for mining process. The negative containment in Neg-GSP is 
determined by base-match and match methods, the former is 
used to find seed sequences.  

For all negative elements ei in negative sequence ns, ns 
base-matches a data sequence ds if ns is satisfied (p, q, and r 
are three integers): 

(1) The max positive subsequence of ns is contained by 
ds. 

(2) ∃ei-1⊆dq ∧ei+1⊆dr, and for ∃dq, ei⊄ dq. 

Table 1. Sample database. 

Sid Sequence 

D1 <abc> 

D2 <a(ab)> 

D3 <(ae)(ab)c> 

D4 <aa> 

D5 <d> 

 

Table 2. Positive sequential patterns mined by GSP. 

1-length Sequences  2-length Sequences  3-length Sequences  

<a> <aa> <abc> 

<b> <ab> <a(ab)> 

<c> <ac>  

 <bc>  

 <(ab)>  

 
Table 3. Negative sequential patterns mined by PNSP. 

1-size  

Sequences 

2-size  

Sequences 

3-size  

Sequences 

<¬a> <¬ba> <¬bbc> 

<¬b> <¬bb> <¬bb¬a> 

 <¬b(ab)> <¬bb¬b> 

 <b¬a> <ab¬a> 

 <b¬b> <ab¬b> 
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The negative sequence ns matches a data sequence ds if 
ns is satisfied: 

(1) The max positive subsequence of ns is contained by 
ds. 

(2) ∃ei-1⊆dq ∧ei+1⊆dr, and for ∀dq, ei⊄ dq. 
The Neg-GSP method is as follows [8]. 
Step 1: Neg-GSP uses GSP algorithm to mine all the pos-

itive sequential patterns (shown in Table 2). 
Step 2: All 1-length positive patterns are transformed to 

1-length negative patterns, which will be recognized as 1-
length candidate sets. Then 1-length negative patterns are 
also regarded as 1-length seed set and 1-length patterns. 

Step 3: Use all (k-1)-length seed sequences and (k-1)-
length positive patterns to generate k-length candidates by 
employing the join method. This process can be represented 
as: 

Sk-1 & Sk-1 → Ck and Sk-1 & Pk-1 → Ck 

Where Sk-1 means the (k-1)-length seed set, Pk-1 means 
the (k-1)-length frequent positive sequence set, Ck-1 means 
the k-length candidate seed set and the symbol & indicates 
the join method. 

Step 4: In order to get a smaller candidate set, this set 
will be pruned by the following method: If a candidate’s 
base-sup value is less than min_sup, the candidate should be 
pruned. 

Step 5: Calculate the support values and base-support 
values of all candidates. If one’s base-support value is great-
er than min-sup, this candidate will be added into k-length 
seed set. And if one candidate support value is greater than 
min-sup, then it is frequent and will be output as a k-length 
pattern. 

Step 6: Check whether the k-length seed set is empty. If 
not, increase k by one and loop back to Step 3 until the can-
didates set is empty. 

Table 4 shows the negative sequential patterns mined by 
Neg-GSP algorithm from the data in Table 1 (min_sup:25%). 

 

3.4. Definition and Method in e-NSP 

To understand the negative containment definition and 
method in e-NSP, we discuss two definitions, p(ns), MPS(ns) 
at first. 

For a negative sequence ns = <s1s2…sm>, p(ns) can 
change all negative elements of ns to their corresponding 
positive elements. We can use MPS(ns) to find the maximum 
positive subsequence of ns. For example, p(<¬a (cf) ¬d>)=< 
a (cf) d >; MPS(<a ¬(cf) d >)=<a d>. 

The negative containment definition in e-NSP is very 
complicated so that we use a negative conversion method to 
explain it. 

Assume ns is a negative sequence, connect its one nega-
tive element and MPS(ns) as a sub-sequence of ns, which is 
called a 1-neg-size maximum sub-sequence, denoted as 1-
negMS. For example, ns=<¬a(bd)e¬(ij)>, so its 1-negMS are 
<a(bd) e> and <(bd)e(ij)>. 

Let ds = <d1d2 …dt > be a data sequence, ns = <s1s2 … sm> 
be an m-size and n-neg-size negative sequence. A negative 
sequence ns is contained by the data sequence ds if the three 
conditions hold [10]. 

(1) m+1≥  2n. 
(2) MPS(ns) ⊆ds. 
(3) Each 1-negMS satisfies the p(1-negMS) ⊄ds. 

The mining method in e-NSP algorithm is shown as fol-
lows: 

Step 1: All the positive sequential patterns are mined by 
any PSP Mining algorithm, such as GSP, PrefixSpan, 
SPADE, etc. All PSPs and their sid sets are saved in a hash 
table, in which PSP’s hash code acts as key code. For exam-
ple, sid set of a positive sequence <ab>, is {D1, D2, D3} 
means <ab> is contained in the sequence D1, D2 and D3. 

Step 2: For generating NSCs, the algorithm changed any 
m non-contiguous elements (not items) in a PSP to their neg-
ative ones. For a k size PSP, m=1,2,…, ⎡k/2⎤. For example, a 
PSP p=<a(bc)f> can generate the following NSC:  

 

Table 4. Negative sequential patterns mined by Neg-GSP. 

1-length Sequences 2-length Sequences 3-length Sequences 

<¬b> <b¬a> <ab¬a> 

<¬c> < ¬ba> <ab¬b> 

 <¬bb> <¬cbc> 

 <b¬b> <a¬cc> 

 <¬ca> <¬bb¬a> 

 <¬cb> <¬bb¬b> 

 <¬cc> <¬cb¬a> 

 <a¬c> <¬cb¬b> 
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m=1, <¬a(bc)f >, <a¬(bc)f >, < a(bc)¬f >; 
m=2, <¬a(bc)¬f >. 
Step 3: Assume ns is a m-size and n-neg-size negative se-

quence. The supports of negative sequences are calculated by 
the following equation.  

 sup(ns) = sup(MPS(ns) - | n
1{ (1- )}i ip negMS=∪ |  (1) 

The sup(MPS(ns)) can be calculated by traditional algo-
rithms easily. The core problem is how to calculate |

n
1{ (1- )}i ip negMS=∪ |. At first step, we have got all PSPs and 

their sid sets, so we can get the sid’s union set from {p(1-
negMSi)} based on the corresponding PSPs. And the number 
of union set is what we want. 

Table 5 shows the negative sequential patterns mined by 
e-NSP algorithm from the data in Table 1 (min_sup:25%). 

3.5. Definition and Method in NSPM 

The negative containment definition in NSPM is as fol-
lows: 

In NSPM, a negative sequence b=<b1b2…bn> is con-
tained in a sequence s=<s1s2…sm>, if its positive counterpart 
<b1b2…bn> is not contained in s and the subsequence, 
<b1b2…bn-1>, of b is contained in s. 

The method in NSPM consists of two phases [11]: posi-
tive sequential patterns mining phase and negative sequential 
patterns mining phase.  

In the phase of mining positive sequential patterns, the 
positive candidates of length k, CPk, are generated from join-
ing LPk-1 with LPk-1 by p_gen function. Then, supports of 
these candidates are counted by scanning the database D to 
select large k-sequences, LPk.  

In the negative sequential patterns mining phase, the neg-
ative candidate sequences of length k, CNk, are generated 
from joining LPk-1 with LNk-1 by n_gen function. Next, sup-
ports of these candidates are counted to determine large k-
sequences LNk. Then, the value of the interestingness meas-
ure function im of these large sequences is computed for 
finding negative sequential patterns INk. Finally, INk is added 
into N which contains all negative patterns.  

Table 6 shows the negative sequential patterns mined by 
NSPM algorithm from the data in Table 1 (min_sup:25%). 

3.6. Comparisons 

From Table 3 to Table 6, we can see that negative se-
quential patterns mined by the three algorithms are different. 
The main reason is the various definitions of negative con-
tainment in these algorithms. For example, PNSP algorithm 
uses the concept of miss_freq, Neg-GSP algorithm uses the 
concept of base-match and match, and NSPM algorithm uses 
the concept of n_gen function, to judge whether the 1-lengeh 
negative candidate is frequent or not. 

 For this reason, in PNSP algorithm, the supports of 
<¬c>, <¬d> and <¬e> are greater than the miss_freq, so 
these 1-length negative candidates should be pruned. And 
<¬a>, <¬b> are output as 1-length negative frequent se-
quences. 

In Neg-GSP algorithm, only the supports of <¬b> and 
<¬c> are greater than min-sup, then these candidates are 
frequent and are output as 1-length negative frequent se-
quences.  

In NSPM algorithm, based on the n_gen function, <¬a>, 
<¬b> and <¬c> are discovered as 1-length negative frequent 
sequences. 

Different 1-length negative frequent sequences of three 
NSP algorithms lead to different 2-length negative frequent 
sequences and 3-length negative frequent sequences conse-
quently. 

Now, let’s look at the answers of the questions in Section 
1.  

In PNSP, <eb> contains negative sequences <e¬e>, but 
does not contain <¬ee>, <¬ee¬e>. <ac> does not contain 
<a¬bc¬d>. <aycxe> contains <a¬bc¬de>, and <axcde> 
does not contain <a¬bc¬de>. 

In Neg-GSP, <eb> contains negative sequences <e¬e>, 
but does not contain <¬ee>, <¬ee¬e>. <ac> does not con-
tain <a¬bc¬d>. <aycxe> contains <a¬bc¬de>, and <axcde> 
does not contain <a¬bc¬de>. 

Table 5. Negative sequential patterns mined by e-NSP. 

1-length Sequences 2-length Sequences 3-length Sequences 

<¬b> <a¬c> <a¬ (ab)> 

<¬c> <¬ (ab)>  

 
Table 6. Negative sequential patterns mined By NSPM. 

1-length Sequences 2-length Sequences 3-length Sequences 

<¬a> <b¬a> <ac¬b> 

<¬b> <c¬a> <bc¬a> 

<¬c> <c¬b>  
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In e_NSP, <eb> contains negative sequences <e¬e>, 
<¬ee>, <¬ee¬e>. <ac> contains <a¬bc¬d>. <aycxe> con-
tains <a¬bc¬de>, and <axcde> does not contain 
<a¬bc¬de>. 

These questions have no answer in NSPM because 
NSPM only allows the last element to be negative and others 
are positive.  

4. EXPERIMENTS 

In this section, we will compare the above algorithms’ 
runtime and the number of NSPs. Because algorithm NSPM 
only allows that the last element of a NSP is negative, it has 
no comparability with other algorithms. Thus, our compari-
sons are only among e-NSP, PNSP and Neg-GSP. 

We conducted experiments on four datasets and all algo-
rithms are implemented using MyEclipse 8.5 in a PC with 
Pentium 4 Celeron 2.1G PC and 2G main memory, Windows 
7 Professional. 

4.1. Datasets 

We use the IBM data generator [1] to generate datasets. 
Dataset1(DS1) is C4_T4_S6_I6_DB10k_N100;  
Dataset2(DS2) is C6_T4_S4_I4_DB5k_N100; 
Dataset3(DS3) is C8_T4_S6_I6_DB10k_N100; 
Dataset3(DS4) is C6_T4_S4_I4_DB10k_N100; 
For example, DS1 means the dataset has 10000 sequenc-

es and the number of items is 1000 (because the default unit 
of N is 10). On average, the number of elements in a se-
quence is 4, and the number of items in each element is 4. 

The average length of maximal pattern consists of 6 ele-
ments and each element is composed of 6 items average [8]. 

4.2. Experimental Results 

Fig. (1) shows the runtimes of three algorithms on differ-
ent datasets. Fig. (2) shows the number of negative patterns 
mined by three algorithms. From Fig. (1) we can see that the 
runtime of e-NSP is lower than the other two algorithms, but 
from Fig. (2) we can see that the number of NSPs mined by 
e-NSP is also less than other two algorithms. Therefore, we 
can’t simply judge their efficiency by only comparing their 
runtime. Therefore, we use the runtime per pattern to de-
scribe their efficiency. It can be written as runtime/number 
of NSPs.  

From Fig. (3) we can see that e-NSP is more efficient 
than PNSP and Neg-GSP. 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Negative sequential patterns including at least one non-
occurring item, can play an important role in many intelli-
gent systems and business applications. NSP mining is at an 
early stage, and has seen only very limited progress in recent 
years. In order to know the differences between existing 
methods, we have compared four typical methods, PNSP, 
Neg-GSP, e-NSP and NSPM through examples and conduct-
ed experiments on first three algorithms because NSPM only 
allows the last element to be negative. The experimental re-
sults show that the runtime of e-NSP is lower than other two 
algorithms, but the number of NSPs mined by e-NSP is also 
less than the other two algorithms. Therefore, we use the 
runtime per pattern to describe their efficiency. It can write 
as runtime/number of NSPs and through the experiments we   

   

(a) Runtime on DS1       (b) Runtime on DS2 

   
(c) Runtime on DS3       (d) Runtime on DS4 

Fig. (1). Runtime on four datasets. 
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(a) Number of NSPs on DS1     (b) Number of NSPs on DS2 

 

   

(c) Number of NSPs on DS3     (d) Number of NSPs on DS4 

Fig. (2). Number of NSPs on four datasets. 

   

(a) Runtime/number of NSPs on DS1    (b) Runtime/number of NSPs on DS2 

 

  

(c) Runtime/number of NSPs on DS3    (d) Runtime/number of NSPs on DS4 

Fig. (3). Runtime/number of NSPs on four datasets. 

 

can find that e-NSP is much more efficient than PNSP and 
Neg-GSP. 

For future work, we will try to set up a unified definition 
of negative containment and propose a new method to mine 
negative sequential pattern efficiently. 
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